Admission Rules 2019-2020
Against CAP vacancy for Sindhi Minority and Open Category
1. Students who are reporting for Against CAP counseling round should report to Admission cell
at the Exact

time mentioned in the ACAP Counseling Schedule/Programme with -

A. All Original Documents and their attested copies.
B. DD of the exact fee amount in favor of “V E S Institute of technology” payable at
“Mumbai”.
“Please ensure that you have a DD of exact amount before reporting to institute.”
C.

Students who have taken admission to any other Institute should bring the
Retention certificate from the respective Institute.

2.

Physical presence of the candidate/representative with DD and all the necessary
documents is mandatory, Email communication/Telephonic communication will not be
considered for late reporting.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

All admissions are based on personal counseling only.
On the day of counseling candidates will be called according to the merit number.
Candidates can choose any of the seat available at that time.
Admission to VESIT in Against CAP counseling round will be considered as fresh admission. And
Candidates participating in ACAP rounds and have already been admitted in VESIT through cap
round I/II/III need to bring cancellation charges of Rs 1000/- can be paid by cash/debit card/credit
card).( No need to bring fresh DD)

Any admitted candidate whose name appeared in Final Merit List and wishes to change
his/her branch selected by him/her in the previous ACAP counseling rounds/allotted
through cap round I/II/III, can participate in the subsequent counseling rounds.
8. Students who are not able to submit original documents will be provisionally admitted. All
necessary original documents should be submitted within four working days including the
day of admission. Otherwise provisional admission will be considered as cancelled, without
further intimation from the institute to the students.
9. Candidates submitting retention certificate should submit the original documents before
the end of the fourth working day (till 04:00 pm) or else their admission will be considered
as cancelled.
10. Cancellation and Refund of fees by the Institute will be as per DTE rules and regulations.
11. Only one parent will be allowed along with the candidate for Admission.
12. Students who have taken cap admission in VESIT can also participate in ACAP round for
change of branch by filling ACAP form.
13. Candidates and Parents are requested to co-operate with admission staff.

